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1. INTRODUCTION
In the framework of the so-called geometric approach, many control
Žproblems with state feedback or incomplete-state feedback e.g., decou-
.pling problems, disturbance-rejection problems, etc. have been studied
Ž w x.for finite-dimensional systems see e.g., 14 . Further, the notion of
Ž . w xC, A, B -pair was first introduced by Schumacher 13 and this concept
has been used successfully to design dynamic compensators. After that,
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Curtain extended the geometric concepts to infinite-dimensional systems
Ž w x w x.and various control problems were studied see e.g., 1]3 , 6]9 . On the
other hand, from the practical viewpoint Ghosh studied the concepts of
Ž .simultaneous invariant subspaces and simultaneous C, A, B -pair, and the
robust disturbance-rejection problems for uncertain linear systems in the
sense that systems matrices are represented as convex combinations were
w xstudied 4, 10 . Further, the present authors extended the concept of
simultaneous invariance to infinite-dimensional systems, and the robust
disturbance-rejection problems with state feedback and with incomplete-
w xstate feedback were studied 11, 12 .
The objective of this paper is to investigate the notion of simultaneous
Ž .C, A, B -pair for infinite-dimensional systems and to study the robust
disturbance-rejection problem with dynamic compensator.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will give the concept of
Ž .simultaneous C, A, B -pair and its properties. In Sect. 3, the robust
disturbance-rejection problem with dynamic compensator is formulated
and its solvability conditions will be presented. Finally, Sect. 4 will give
some concluding remarks.
Ž .2. SIMULTANEOUS C, A, B -PAIRS
First, we give some notations used throughout this investigation. Let
Ž .B X ; Y denote the set of all bounded linear operators from a Hilbert
space X into another Hilbert space Y; for notational simplicity, we write
Ž . Ž .B X for B X ; X . For a linear operator A the domain, the image, the
kernel, the resolvent set, the inverse operator and the C -semigroup0
Ž . Ž . y1generated by A are denoted by D A , Im A, Ker A, r A , A and
 Ž . 4S t ; t G 0 , respectively. Further, the dimension and the orthogonalA
Ž . Ž .Hcomplement of a closed subspace V are denoted by dim V and V ,
respectively, and an identity operator by I. For a positive integer r we use
 4the notation r [ 1, . . . , r .
 4Next, consider the family Ý ; i g r , j g r , k g r of r = r = ri jk 1 2 3 1 2 3
systems defined in a Hilbert space X :
d¡
x t s A x t q B u t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i j~S : 1dt Ž .i jk ¢y t s C x t , i g r , j g r , k g rŽ . Ž . Ž .k 1 2 3
 Ž . 4where A is the infinitesimal generator of a C -semigroup S , t ; t G 0i 0 A i
on X, while B is a bounded linear operator from Euclidean space Rm intoj
Ž Ž m . .X i.e., B g B R ; X , j g r , C is a bounded linear operator from Xj 2 k
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p Ž Ž p. . Ž . Ž . m Ž . pinto R i.e., C g B X ; R , k g r and x t g X, u t g R , y t g Rk 3
are the state, the input and the measurement output, respectively.
Ž .Now, introduce a compensator K, L, M, N defined on a Hilbert space
W of the following form:
d
w t s Nw t q My t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
dt 2Ž .
u t s Lw t q Ky t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
 Ž . 4where N is the infinitesimal generator of a C -semigroup S t ; t G 0 on0 N
Ž p . Ž m. Ž p m.a Hilbert space W, M g B R ; W , L g B W; R and K g B R ; R .
Ž . Ž .If a compensator of the form 2 is applied to system 1 , the resulting
closed-loop system with the extended state space X e [ X [ W is easily
seen to be
A q B KC B Ld x t x tŽ . Ž .i j k js , 3Ž .
MC Nw t w tdt Ž . Ž .k
where X [ W means the direct sum of X and W. For the combined
Ž .system 3 , define
A q B KC B Lx tŽ . i j k je ex t [ and A [ 4Ž . Ž .i jk MC Nw tŽ . k
Ž e . Ž Ž . .with domain D A s D A [ W .i jk i
 4For a family Ý ; i g r , j g r , k g r of systems, we give thei jk 1 2 3
following invariant subspaces.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let V be a closed subspace of X.
Ž . Ž . 4i V is said to be A , B ; i g r , j g r -invariant if there existsi j 1 2
Ž m.an F g B X ; R such that
A q B F V l D A ; V for all i g r , j g r .Ž .Ž .Ž .i j i 1 2
Ž .  Ž m. <Ž .Ž Ž ..F V [ F g B X ; R A q B F V l D A ; V for all i g r , j gi j i 1
4r .2
Ž .  Ž . 4ii V is said to be S A , B ; i g r , j g r -invariant if there existsi j 1 2
Ž m.an F g B X ; R such that
S t V ; V for all t G 0 and all i g r , j g r .Ž .A qB F 1 2i j
Ž .  Ž m. < Ž .F V [ F g B X ; R S t V ; V for all t G 0 and all i g r , j gs A qB F 1i j
4r .2
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Ž . Ž . 4iii V is said to be C , A ; i g r , k g r -invariant if there existsk i 1 3
Ž p .a G g B R ; X such that
A q GC V l D A ; V for all i g r , k g r .Ž . Ž .Ž .i k i 1 3
Ž .  Ž p . <Ž .Ž Ž ..G V [ G g B R ; X A q GC V l D A ; V for all i g r , k gi k i 1
4r .3
Ž .  Ž . 4iv V is said to be S C , A ; i g r , k g r -invariant if therek i 1 3
Ž p .exists a G g B R ; X such that
S t V ; V for all t G 0 and all i g r , k g r .Ž .A qGC 1 3i k
Ž .  Ž p . < Ž .G V [ G g B R ; X S t V ; V for all t G 0 and all i g r , k gs A qGC 1i k
4r .3
Ž .  4Remark 2.2. i For a family Ý ; i g r , j g r , k g r of systems,i jk 1 2 3
 Ž . 4an S A , B ; i g r , j g r -invariant subspace V has the property that ifi j 1 2
Ž .an arbitrary initial state x 0 g V then there exists a state feedback
Ž . Ž .u t s Fx t which is independent of i and j such that state trajector
Ž .x t g V for all t G 0.
Ž . Ž . Žii If A i g r are bounded linear operators on X i.e., A gi 1 i
Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B X , then the statements i and ii , and iii and iv in Definition 2.1
are equivalent, respectively
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž .LEMMA 2.3. i If V is S A , B ; i g r , j g r -in¤ariant, then F V si j 1 2
Ž .F V .s
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž . Ž .ii If V is S C , A ; i g r , k g r -in¤ariant, then G V s G V .k i 1 3 s
w xProof. The proof follows from 2 .
w xFor finite-dimensional systems, Schumacher 13 first introduced the
Ž . w x w xconcept of C, A, B -pair, and Ghosh 4 and Curtain 1 extended this
concept to simultaneous version of finite-dimensional systems and
infinite-dimensional version, respectively. The following definition is a
Ž .simultaneous and infinite-dimensional version of C, A, B -pair.
DEFINITION 2.4. Let V and V be closed subspaces of X. A pair1 2
Ž .  Ž . 4V , V of subspaces is said to be S C , A , B ; i g r , j g r , k g r -pair1 2 k i j 1 2 3
if the following three conditions hold.
Ž .  Ž . 4i V is S C , A ; i g r , k g r -invariant.1 k i 1 3
Ž .  Ž . 4ii V is S A , B ; i g r , j g r -invariant.2 i j 1 2
Ž .iii V ; V .1 2
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Ž . Ž .For closed-loop system 3 with 4 , we give the following definition.
DEFINITION 2.5. Let V e be closed subspace of X e.
Ž . e  e 4i V is said to be an A ; i g r , j g r , k g r -invariant ifi jk 1 2 3
e Ž e Ž e .. eA V l D A ; V for all i g r , j g r , k g r .i jk i jk 1 2 3
Ž . e  Ž . 4eii V is said to be an S t ; i g r , j g r , k g r -invariant ifA 1 2 3i jk
Ž . e eeS t V ; V for all t G 0 and all i g r , j g r , k g r .A 1 2 3i jk
The following lemma was obtained by Zwart.
w x e eLEMMA 2.6 15 . Let V be closed subspace of X and the following three
subspaces are introduced:
H Hx e ew x w xS [ x g X g V for some w g W s P V ,Ž .orth X½ 5w
Hw xS [ S ,1 orth
x e ew x w xS [ x g X g V for some w g W s P V ,Ž .2 X½ 5w
where P is the projection operator from X e onto X along W. Then, theX
following statements hold.
exŽ .  4i S s x g X g V .1 0
Ž .ii S ; S .1 2
Ž . Ž . Žiii If dim W - ‘, then S is a closed subspace of X and dim S l2 2
H.S - ‘.1
The following lemma can be easily obtained.
eŽ e.  e 4LEMMA 2.7. If V ; X is an A ; i g r , j g r , k g r -in¤ariant,i jk 1 2 3
then
A y A S l D A l D A ; S for all i , i g r .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i 2 i i 1 1 2 11 2 1 2
e  e 4Proof. Suppose that V is an A ; i g r , j g r , k g r -invarianti jk 1 2 3
and i , i are arbitrary elements of r . Let x be an arbitrary element of1 2 1
x e e eŽ Ž . Ž .. w x Ž Ž . Ž ..S l D A l D A . Then, g V l D A l D A for some2 i i i jk i jkw1 2 1 2
e  e 4w g W. Since V is A ; i g r , j g r , k g r -invariant,i jk 1 2 3
x xe e e eA g V and A g V .i jk i jk1 2w w
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Hence,
A q B KC B Li j k j1xe eA y A sŽ .i jk i jk1 2 w ž MC Nk
A q B KC B Li j k j2 xy w/MC Nk
A y A 0i i x1 2s w0 0
A y A xŽ .i i e1 2s g V .
0
Ž . Ž .It follows from Lemma 2.6 i that A y A x g S , showing thati i 11 2
A y A S l D A l D A ; S for all i , i g r .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i 2 i i 1 1 2 11 2 1 2
i Ž .Let r denote the largest connected subset of r A that contains an‘ i
w xinterval of the form t , q‘ for some t g R. Since A generates ai i i
i w xC -semigroup, r is nonempty 15 . Therefore, for a sufficiently large0 ‘
s g R, s g Fr1 r i .is1 ‘
The following lemmas play important role to prove our main results.
LEMMA 2.8. Let V be a closed subspace of X. Then, the following three
statements are equi¤alent.
Ž . Ž .i S t V ; V for all t G 0 and all i g r .A 1i
Ž . Ž .y1 r1 iii sI y A V ; V for an s g F r and all i g r .i is1 ‘ 1
Ž . Ž .y1 r1 iiii sI y A V ; V for all s g F r and all i g r .i is1 ‘ 1
w xProof. The proofs follow from 15 .
w xLEMMA 2.9 1, 3, 15 . Suppose that A is the infinitesimal generator of a
 Ž . 4 Ž .C -semigroup S t ; t G 0 on X, V is a closed subspace of X and Q g B X .0 A 1
Then, the following statements hold.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..i If S t V ; V for all t G 0, then A V l D A ; V.A
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If V ; D A and AV ; V, then S t V ; V for all t G 0.A
Ž . Ž .iii If S t V ; V for all t G 0, then V l D A s V.Ž .AqQ1
Ž . Ž . Ž .iv If there exists a Q g B X such that S t V ; V for all t G 02 AqQ2
Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž .and Q y Q V l D A ; V, then S t V ; V for all t G 0.1 2 AqQ1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .v If there exists a Q g B X such that S t V ; V for all t G 02 AqQ2
Ž .Ž Ž ..  4 Ž . Ž .and Q y Q V l D A s 0 , then S t x s S t x for all t G 01 2 AqQ AqQ1 2
and all x g V.
w x Ž .LEMMA 2.10 9 . Let U and U be real Hilbert spaces, and F g B X ; U1 2 i i
Ž .i s 1, 2 be gi¤en. If Im F is closed in U , then the following statements are2 2
equi¤alent.
Ž .i Ker F > Ker F .1 2
Ž . Ž .ii There exists a K g B U ; U such that F s KF .2 1 1 2
In the following discussion, it is assumed that r s r s r s 2 for1 2 3
Ž .system 1 .
w xThe following lemma is extensions of the results of Curtain 1 to
w xsimultaneous version and of the results of Ghosh 4 to infinite-dimen-
sional systems.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.11. Suppose that system 1 satisfies D A ; D A . If a pair1 2
Ž .  Ž . 4V , V of subspaces of X is an S C , A , B ; i, j, k g 2 -pair, then there1 2 k i j
Ž . Ž p . Ž . Ž m.exist G g G V , G g B R ; X , F g F V , F g B X ; R and K gs 1 j k s 2 0
Ž p m.B R ; R such that
G s B K q G , Im G ; Vj j j 2
5Ž .
F s KC q F , Ker F > V for all j, k g 2.k k 0 0 1
Ž .  Ž . 4Proof. Suppose that a pair V , V is an S C , A , B ; i, j, k g 2 -pair.1 2 k i j
 Ž . 4 Ž .Then, since V is S C , A ; i, k g 2 -invariant, by Lemma 2.3 ii , choose1 k i
Ž . Ž .a G g G V s G V . Let x g V be an arbitrary element. Then, by0 1 s 1 1
Ž . Ž Ž ..Lemma 2.9 iii , there exists a sequence x g V l D A such thatn 1 1
 Ž . 4lim x s x. Moreover, since V is S A , B ; i, j g 2 -invariant, wen“‘ n 2 i j
can easily obtain
A V B1 2 1
A V B2 2 1V g D A ; q Im . 6Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1A V B1 2 2
A V B2 2 2
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Then, we have
A q G C xŽ .G C A x1 0 k n0 k 1 n
A q G C xG C A xŽ .2 0 k n0 k 2 nx s ynG C A xA q G C xŽ .0 k 1 n1 0 k n
G C A xA q G C xŽ .0 k 2 n2 0 k n
V A1 1
V A1 2g q V l D AŽ .Ž .1 1V A1 1
V A1 2
V B2 1
V B2 1; q Im by V ; V and 6 .Ž .Ž .1 2V B2 2
V B2 2
V2B B1 1
VB B21 1Since dim Im - ‘, it remarks that q Im is a closed sub-B BV2 22½ 5B B2 2V2 V2G C B0 k 1
VG C B20 k 1space. By the boundedness of and the closedness of q Im ,G C BV0 k 22
G C B0 k 2V2we obtain
G C G C V B0 k 0 k 2 1
G C G C V B0 k 0 k 2 1x s lim x g q Im ,nG C G C V Bn“‘0 k 0 k 2 2
G C G C V B0 k 0 k 2 2
showing that
G C V B0 k 2 1
G C V B0 k 2 1V ; q Im k g 2 . 7Ž . Ž .1G C V B0 k 2 2
G C V B0 k 2 2
p Ž . Ž .HLet x be an element of R s C V q C V [ C V q C V . Then, x1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1
Ž . Žcan be decomposed by x s y q z, where y g C V q C V , z g C V q1 1 2 1 1 1
.H Ž p .C V . Define G g B R ; X by Gx [ G y. Then, since GC y2 1 0 k
.  4 Ž . Ž .G C V s 0 , it follows from Lemma 2.9 v that G g G V .0 k 1 s 1
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G




h s j and j s j q j ,1 2G
G
Ž . Ž .Hwhere j g C V q C V , j g C V q C V .Then,1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
G j0 1G
G j0 1G
h s j s . 8Ž .
G G j0 1
G G j0 1
Moreover, j is represented by j s C x q C x for some x , x g V .1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž .Hence, by 7 and 8 we obtain
G j G C x G C x V B0 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 1
G j G C x G C x V B0 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 1
h s s q g q Im
G j G C x G C x V B0 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 2
G j G C x G C x V B0 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 2
which imply
V B2 1G
V B2 1GIm ; q Im . 9Ž .
G V B2 2
G V B2 2
 4 p Ž .  i i iNext, let y , . . . , y be a basis of R . Then, by 9 there exist x , x , x ,1 p 1 2 3
i 4 i mx g V and u g R such that4 2
ix B1 1G
ix B2 1G iy s q u . 10Ž .i iG Bx 23
G i B2x4
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p m p Ž .Let us define K : R “ R , G : R “ X j s 1, 2 byj
Ky [ u i s 1, . . . , p ,Ž .i i
G y [ x i g V i s 1, . . . , p , 11Ž . Ž .1 i 1 2
G y [ x i g V i s 1, . . . , p. 12Ž . Ž .2 i 3 2
Ž .Then, by 10 we obtain
G y B1 i 1G
ix B2 1G y s q Ky i s 1, . . . , p , 13Ž . Ž .i iG yG B2 i 2
G i Bx 24
showing that
G s G q B K , G s G q B K . 14Ž .1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .Moreover, 11 and 12 imply
Im G ; V j s 1, 2 . 15Ž . Ž .j 2
Ž . ² Ž m.Now, by 9 there exists F g B X ; R such that
²GC q B F Vk 1 2
²GC q B F Vk 1 2Im ; . 16Ž .² VGC q B F 2k 2
² V2GC q B Fk 2
U Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž m.Choose an F g F V s F V and define F g B X ; R bys 2 2 0
FU q F ² on V H ,1F [0 ½ 0 on V .1
Then, clearly V ; Ker F . Moreover, we obtain1 0
A q B F q GC V l D A ; V for all i , j, k g 2. 17Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .i j 0 k 2 1 2
In fact, if we show that
S t V ; V for all t G 0 and all i , j, k g 2, 18Ž . Ž .A qB F qGC 2 2i j 0 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .17 follows from Lemma 2.9 i . So, we show 18 .
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Ž .USince S t V ; V for all t G 0 and all i, j g 2, from LemmaA qB F 2 2i j
Ž .2.9 iv , it suffices to show that
B F q GC y B FU V ; V . 19Ž .Ž .j 0 k j 2 2
Ž .In order to prove 19 , let x g V be an arbitrary element. Then, x is2
decomposed as x s y q z, y g V , z g V H . Hence,1 1
B F q GC y B FU x s B F q GC y B FU yŽ . Ž .j 0 k j j 0 k j
q B F q GC y B FU zŽ .j 0 k j
s GC y B FU y q B F q GC y B FU z .Ž . Ž .k j j 0 k j
20Ž .
Ž .  4 Ž Ž ..Now, by Lemma 2.9 iii there exists a sequence y ; V l D A suchn 1 1
Ž U .that lim y s y. Then, since GC y B F is a bounded linear opera-n“‘ n k j
Ž . Ž .tor, V ; V , G g G V and V is a closed subspace, the first term of 201 2 s 1 2
satisfies
GC y B FU y s lim GC y B FU yŽ . Ž .k j k j n
n“‘
s lim A q GC y y A q B FU yŽ . 4Ž .i k n i j n
n“‘
g V . 21Ž .2
Ž .On the other hand, the second term of 20 satisfies
B F q GC y B FU z s B FU q B F ² q GC y B FU zŽ . Ž .j 0 k j j j k j
s GC q B F ² zŽ .k j
g V by 16 . 22Ž . Ž .Ž .2
Ž . Ž .Hence, it follows from 20 ] 22 that
B F q GC y B FU x g V ,Ž .j 0 k j 2
Ž . Ž . Ž m. Žshowing 19 . Thus, 17 was proved. Finally, define F g B X ; R k sk
. Ž . Ž Ž ..1, 2 by F [ KC q F . Then, F g F V . In fact, let x g V l D Ak k 0 k s 2 2 1
be an arbitrary element. Then, we obtain
A q B F x s A q B KC q B F xŽ . Ž .i j k i j k j 0
s A q B F q B K q G C y G C xŽ .Ž .i j 0 j j k j k
s A q B F q GC x y G C xŽ .i j 0 k j k
s V q Im G s V2 j 2
for all i , j, k g 2 by 14 , 15 , and 17 . 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.11.
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The following two propositions are main results in this section and are
used in the next section.
Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.12. Suppose that system 1 satisfies D A ; D A . If1 2
Ž .  Ž . 4a pair V , V of subspaces of X is an S C , A , B ; i, j, k g 2 -pair1 2 k i j
Ž .  Ž . Ž .4 Žsatisfying Im B y B ; V , V ; D A l Ker C y C and A y1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
Ä. Ž . ŽA V ; V , then there exists a compensator K, L, M, N on W [ V l2 2 1 2
H.  Ž . 4 eŽ e.eV and an S t ; i, j, k g 2 -in¤ariant subspace V ; X satisfying1 A i jk e ÄV s S and V s S , where X [ X [ W, and S and S are defined in1 1 2 2 1 2
Lemma 2.6.
Ž .  Ž .Proof. Suppose that a pair V , V of subspaces is an S C , A , B ;1 2 k i j
4 Ž .  Ž . Ži, j, k g 2 -pair satisfying Im B y B ; V , V ; D A l Ker C y1 1 1 2 1 1
.4 Ž .C and A y A V ; V . Since V and V are closed subspaces and2 1 2 2 1 1 2
H Ä HŽ . Ž .V ; V , we have V s V [ V l V . Let W [ V l V and define1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1
e Ä ÄX [ X [ W. Let R: V “ W be a bounded linear operator such that2
Ä ² ÄŽ .KerR s V and Im R s W. Then, there exists an operator R g B W; V1 2
² ² ² Žsuch that RR s I and R satisfies R Rx s 0 if and only if x g V see1
w x. e e15, p. 95 . Define the subspace V of X by
xeV [ x g V .2½ 5Rx
Then, V s S and V s S .1 1 2 2
Ž .Now, it follows from Lemma 2.11 that there exists G g G V , G gs 1 j
Ž p . Ž . Ž m. Ž p m.B R ; X , F g F V , F g B X ; R and K g B R ; R such thatk s 2 0
G s B K q G , Im G ; Vj j j 2
F s KC q F , Ker F > V for all j, k g 2.k k 0 0 1
Ä m p ÄŽ . Ž .Define L g B W; R and M g B R ; W by
L [ F R², M [ yRG .0 1
Now, we obtain
A q B F q GC V s A q GC VŽ .Ž .i j 0 k 1 i k 1
; V for all i , j, k g 2. 24Ž .1
Ž .Moreover, from 17 in Lemma 2.11, we obtain
A q B F q GC V ; V for all i , j, k g 2. 25Ž .Ž .i j 0 k 2 2
Then, for an element x g V we have2
A q B F q G C x s A q B KC q B F q G C xŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
s A q B F q GC xŽ .1 1 0 1
g V by 25 . 26Ž . Ž .Ž .2
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ÄŽ . Ž . <By 26 , we can define R A q B F q G C : V “ W. Then,V1 1 1 1 1 22
<Ker R ; Ker R A q B F q G C . 27 4Ž . Ž .V1 1 1 1 1 2
In fact, let an arbitrary element x g Ker R s V . Then,1
R A q B F q G C x s R A q B F q GC x by 26Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
; RV by 24Ž .Ž .1
 4s 0 ,
 Ž . < 4 Ž .showing that x g Ker R A q B F q G C . Thus, 27 was proved.V1 1 1 1 1 2
ÄŽ . Ž .Now, from 27 and Lemma 2.10, there exists an N g B W such that
<NR s R A q B F q G C . 28Ž . Ž .V1 1 1 1 1 2
We prove the following claim.
Ž . Ž .Claim 1. R A q B F x s R A q B F x for all x g V and all i, j, ki j k 1 1 1 2
g 2.
To prove this claim, let an arbitrary element x g V . Then, we obtain2
R A q B F x y R A q B F xŽ .Ž .i j k 1 1 1
s R A y A x q R B F y B F xŽ . Ž .i 1 j k 1 1
s R A y A x q R B KC q F y B KC q F xŽ . Ž . Ž . 4i 1 j k 0 1 1 0
s R A y A x q R B KC y B KC x q R B y B F xŽ . Ž . Ž .i 1 j k 1 1 j 1 0
s R A y A x q R B y B KC x q R B y B F xŽ . Ž . Ž .i 1 j 1 1 j 1 0
by C x s C xŽ .1 2
; RV q RV by A y A V ; V and Im B y B ; VŽ . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1
 4s 0 ,
showing Claim 1.
Next, we prove the following claim.
Ž . Ž .Claim 2. MC q NR x s R A q B F x for all x g V and all i, j, kk i j k 2
g 2.
To prove Claim 2, let an arbitrary element x g V . Then, we obtain2
MC q NR x s NR y RG C xŽ . Ž .k 1 k
s R A q B F q G C y RG C x by 28 4Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 k
s R A q B F x q RG C y C xŽ . Ž .1 1 1 1 1 k
s R A q B F x for all i , j, k g 2Ž .i j k
by V ; Ker C y C and Claim 1 ,Ž .Ž .2 1 2
showing Claim 2.
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Finally, we prove the following claim.
Claim 3. Ae V e g V e for all i, j, k g 2.i jk
x ew x Ž .To prove Claim 3, let an arbitrary element g V x g V .2Rx
Hence,
A q B KC B Li j k jx xeA si jk Rx RxMC Nk
A q B KC x q B LRxŽ .i j k js 29Ž .
MC x q NRxk
²A q B KC q B F R R xŽ .i j k j 0s
MC q NR xŽ .k
A q B KC q F xŽ . 4i j k 0 ²s by R Rx y x g V ; Ker FŽ .1 0MC q NR xŽ .k
A q B F xŽ .i j ks
MC q NR xŽ .k
A q B F xŽ .i j k
s by Claim 2Ž .
R A q B F xŽ .i j k
g V e for all i , j, k g 2, 30Ž .
e Ž e .showing Claim 3. Thus, since V ; D A for all i, j, k g 2, it followsi jk
Ž . e  4efrom Lemma 2.9 ii that V is S ; i, j, k g 2 -invariant subspace. ThisA i jk
completes the proof of this lemma.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.13. Suppose that system 1 satisfies A [ A s A and0 1 2
Ž .  Ž .B [ B s B . If a pair V , V of subspaces of X is an S C , A , B ;0 1 2 1 2 k 0 0
4 Ž .k g 2 -pair satisfying V ; Ker C y C , then there exist a compensator2 1 2
Ä HŽ . Ž .  Ž . 4eK, L, M, N on W [ V l V and an S t ; k g 2 -in¤ariant sub-2 1 A00 ke e e ÄŽ .space V ; X satisfying V s S and V s S , where X [ X [ W, and1 1 2 2
S and S are defined in Lemma 2.6.1 2
Ž .  Ž .Proof. Suppose that a pair V , V of subspaces is an S C , A , B ;1 2 k 0 0
Ä ² Ä4 Ž . Ž .k g 2 -pair satisfying V ; Ker C y C . Let R: V “ W, R g B W; V2 1 2 2 2
and V e be the same as in the proof of Proposition 2.12. Then, we have
V s S and V s S .1 1 2 2
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Ž .Moreover, it follows from Lemma 2.11 that there exists G g G V ,s 1
Ž . Ž p . Ž . Ž m.G [ G s G g B R ; X , F g F V , F g B X ; R and K g0 1 2 k s 2 0
Ž p m.B R ; R such that
G s B K q G , Im G ; V0 0 0 2
F s KC q F , Ker F > V for all k g 2.k k 0 0 1
Ž .Since S t V ; V for all t G 0 and all k g 2 and Im G C ; V , itA qB F 2 2 0 k 20 0 k
Ž .follows from Lemma 2.9 iv that
S t V ; V for all t G 0 and all k g 2. 31Ž . Ž .A qB F qG C 2 20 0 k 0 k
Ž .Furthermore, since S t V ; V for all t G 0 and all k g 2 andA qGC 1 10 k
Ž .B F q G C y GC x s B F x s 0 for all x g V , it follows from0 k 0 k k 0 0 1
Ž .Lemma 2.9 v that
S t x s S t xŽ . Ž .A qB F qG C A qGC0 0 k 0 k 0 k
for all t G 0, all k g 2 and all x g V . 32Ž .1
ÄŽ .By 31 we can define the following bounded linear operator on W.
S t [ RS t R²Ž . Ž .N A qB F qG C0 0 k 0 1
Ž ² .Furthermore, since R Rx y x g V s Ker R for all x g V , it follows1 2
Ž .from 32 that
RS t R²Rx s RS t xŽ . Ž .A qB F qG C A qB F qG C0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
for all t G 0, and all x g V . 33Ž .2
In fact,
² ²R S t R Rx y x s R S t R Rx y x by 32Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A qB F qG C A qGC0 0 1 0 1 0 1
; RV1
 4s 0 .
Ä Ž . 4Now, we prove S t ; t G 0 is a C -semigroup on W. First, we haveN 0
S t Rx s RS t R²RxŽ . Ž .N A qB F qG C0 0 1 0 1
s RS t x for all x g V by 33 . 34Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A qB F qG C 20 0 1 0 1
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ÄHence, for arbitrary w g W
S t S s w s S t RS s R²wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .N N N A qB F qG C0 0 1 0 1
s RS t S s R²w by 34Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A qB F qG C A qB F qG C0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
s RS t q s R²wŽ . .A qB F qG C0 0 1 0 1
s S t q s w.Ž .N
Ä Ž . 4Thus, S t ; t G 0 is a C -semigroup on W. DefineN 0
p ÄM [ yRG g B R ; W ,Ž .0
² Ä mL [ F R g B W ; R ,Ž .0
N [ the generator of a C -semigroup S t ; t G 0 . 4Ž .0 N
Then, we claim the following assertions.
Ž . Ž .Claim 1. S t x s S t x for all t G 0, all k g 2A qB F qG C A qB F qG C0 0 k 0 k 0 1 1 1 1
and all x g V .2
Ž . Ž .From 31 and Lemma 2.9 v it suffices to show that
 4B F q G C y B F q G C V s 0 . 35 4Ž . Ž .0 k 0 k 1 1 1 1 2
Ž .To prove 35 we choose an arbitrary x g V . Then, we have2
B F q G C y B F q G C x 4Ž .0 k 0 k 1 1 1 1
s B KC q F q G y B K C Ž . Ž .0 k 0 0 k
yB KC q F y G y B K C x4Ž . Ž .1 1 0 1 1
s B y B F x q G C y C xŽ . Ž .0 1 0 k 1
s 0, by B s B and V ; Ker C y CŽ .Ž .0 1 2 2 1
Ž .showing 35 . Thus, the Claim 1 was proved. Next, we claim the following.
Claim 2.
S t 0Ž .A qB F qG C x x0 0 k 0 k e eg V for all g V x g V .Ž .2Rx Rx0 S tŽ .N
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In fact,
S t xŽ .S t 0Ž . A qB F qG CA qB F qG C 0 0 k 0 kx0 0 k 0 k s ²Rx RS t R Rx0 S t Ž .Ž . A qB F qG CN 0 0 1 0 1
S t xŽ .A qB F qG C0 0 k 0 ks by 33Ž .Ž .
RS t xŽ .A qB F qG C0 0 1 0 1
S t xŽ .A qB F qG C0 0 1 0 1s by Claim 1Ž .
RS t xŽ .A qB F qG C0 0 1 0 1
g V e . 36Ž .
Noticing that
A q B kC B L0 0 k 0eA s00 k MC Nk
yB F y G C B LA q B F q G C 0 0 0 0 k 00 0 k 0 ks q ,
MC 00 N k
we prove S e V e ; V e for all t G 0 and all k g 2. By Claim 2 and LemmaA00 k
Ž .2.9 iv it suffices to show that
yB F y G C B L0 0 0 k 0 e eV ; V . 37Ž .MC 0k
x eŽ . w x Ž .To prove 37 choose an arbitrary element g V x g V . Then, we2Rx
have
yB F y G C B L0 0 0 k 0 x
MC 0 Rxk
y B F q G C x q B LRxŽ .0 0 0 k 0s
MC xk
yB F y LR x y G C xŽ .0 0 0 ks
MC xk
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²yB F x y R Rx y G C xŽ .0 0 0 ks
MC xk
yG C x0 k ²s by x y R Rx g V ; Ker FŽ .1 0yRG C x0 k
g V e by Im G ; V ,Ž .0 2
Ž . e eeshowing 37 . Thus, S V ; V for all t G 0 and all k g 2. This com-A00 k
pletes the proof.
3. ROBUST DISTURBANCE-REJECTION BY
DYNAMIC COMPENSATOR
The linear control system to be considered is given by
d
x t s Ax t q Bu t q Ej t , x 0 s x g XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 0dt
y t s Cx tŽ . Ž .
38Ž .
z t s Dx tŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . m Ž . p Ž . qwhere x t g X, u t g R , y t g R and z t g R are the state, the
input, the measurement output and the controlled output, respectively.
Ž .j ? represents a disturbance which is a locally integrable function from
Ž . Ž Ž . locŽ ..0, ‘ to a Hilbert space Q i.e., j ? g L 0, ‘; Q .1
It is assumed that operators A, B, C, D, and E are unknown, but they
have the following convex combinations:
A s a A q 1 y a A , B s bB q 1 y b B ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
C s g C q 1 y g C , D s dD q 1 y d D ,Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 39Ž .
E s s E q 1 y s E ,Ž .1 2
w xwhere parameters a , b , g , d , s g 0, 1 are unknown and operator A isi
 Ž . 4the infinitesimal generator of a C -semigroup S t ; t G 0 on X, B g0 A ii
Ž m . Ž p. Ž q. Ž .B R ; X , C g B X ; R , D g B X ; R and E g B Q; X , and all thesei i i
operators are known. Here, we note that, even if A and A are infinitesi-1 2
Ž . Ž w x.mal generators, A s a A q 1 y a A a g 0, 1 may not be an in-1 2
finitesimal generator. However, it is not difficult to see that if A is the0
 Ž . 4infinitesimal generator of a C -semigroup S t ; t G 0 on X, satisfying0 A0
5 Ž .5 v t Ž . ŽS t F e t G 0 , then A [ aA 0 - p F a F q, p and q are givenA 00
.known constants is also the infinitesimal generator of a C -semigroup0
Ž . 4 5 Ž .5 av t Ž . w x .S t ; t G 0 on X, satisfying S t F e t G 0 e.g., see 5 p. 416 .A A
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore, if A [ pA and A [ qA with D A s D A s D A s1 0 2 0 0 1
Ž .D A , then the operator A s aA can be represented in the form2 0
Ž . w xA s a A q 1 y a A for some a g 0, 1 . On the other hand, operators1 2
B, C, D, and E are always bounded linear operators.
Ž . Ž .If a compensator of the form 2 is applied to system 38 , the resulting
closed-loop system with the extended state space X e [ X [ W is easily
obtained as
d x t x tŽ . Ž .A q BKC BL Es q j t ,Ž .MC N 0w t w tdt Ž . Ž .
40Ž .
x tŽ .w xz t s .D 0Ž .
w tŽ .
For convenience, we set
x tŽ . A q BKC BLe ex t [ , A [ ,Ž . MC Nw tŽ .
Ee e w xE [ and D [ .D 00
Then, our robust disturbance-rejection problem with dynamic compensator
Ž . Ž .is to find a compensator K, L, M, N of 2 such that
te e
eD S t y t E j t dt s 0Ž . Ž .H A
0
Ž . locŽ .for all j ? g L 0, ‘; Q , all t G 0 and all parameters a , b , g , d , s g1
w x0, 1 .
This problem can be formulated as follows.
Robust Disturbance-Rejection Problem with Dynamic Compensator
Ž .RDRPDC
Ž . ŽGiven A , A , B , B , C , C , D , D , E and E of 39 , find if1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
. Ž . Ž .possible a compensator K, L, M, N of 2 such that
e e e² < :e eS ? Im E [ L S t Im E ; Ker DŽ . Ž . Ž .DA Až /
tG0
w x Ž .for all parameters a , b , g , d , s g 0, 1 , where L V and the over bar
indicate the linear subspace generated by the set V and the closure in X e,
respectively.
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w xThe following theorem is an extension of the result of Ghosh 4 to
infinite-dimensional systems.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that system 38 with 39 satisfies D A ;1
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž .D A . If there exists an S C , A , B ; i, j, k g 2 -pair V , V such that2 k i j 1 2
Ž .  Ž . Ž .4 Ž .Im B y B ; V , V ; D A l ker C y C , A y A V ; V and1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1
Ž . Ž .Im E q Im E ; V ; V ; Ker D l Ker D , then the RDRPDC is1 2 1 2 1 2
sol¤able.
 Ž . 4Proof. Suppose that there exists an S C , A , B ; i, j, k g 2 -pairk i j
Ž .V , V satisfying all the stated conditions. Then, one has1 2
Im E ; V ; V ; Ker D1 2
w xfor all d , s g 0, 1 . Further, by Proposition 2.12 there exists a compen-
Ä HŽ . Ž .  Ž . 4esator K, L, M, N on W [ V l V and S t ; i, j, k g 2 -invariant2 1 A i jk
eŽ e.subspace V ; X satisfying V s S and V s S . Then, it remarks that1 1 2 2
e Ž e. w x e e eV ; D A for all a , b , g g 0, 1 and Im E ; V ; Ker D .
e e Ž e.Now, let x g V ; D A be an arbitrary element. Then, we have
A q BKC BL ex
MC N
A q B KC B L A y A 01 1 1 1 2 1e es x q 1 y a xŽ .MC N 0 01
B KC y B KC B y B LŽ . e2 1 1 1 2 1q 1 y b xŽ .
0 0
B KC y B KC 01 2 1 1 eq 1 y g xŽ .
M C y C 0Ž .2 1
B KC q B KC y B KC y B KC 01 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 eq 1 y b 1 y g xŽ . Ž .
0 0
s Ae x e q 1 y a Ae y Ae x e q 1 y b Ae y Ae x eŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .111 2 jk 1 jk i21 i11
q 1 y g Ae y Ae x eŽ . Ž .i12 i11
ee e e eq 1 y b 1 y g A q A y A y AŽ . Ž . Ž .i11 i22 i12 i21
e w xg V for all a , b , g g 0, 1 ,
which implies
AeV e ; V e
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w x Ž . e Ž .efor all a , b , g g 0, 1 . It follows from Lemma 2.9 ii that V is S t -in-A
w xvariant for all t G 0 and all a , b , g g 0, 1 . Therefore, the following
relations can be easily obtained
² < e: ² < e:e eS ? Im E ; S ? VŽ . Ž .A A
s V e
; Ker De
w xfor all a , b , g , d , s g 0, 1 . Thus, the RDRPDC is solvable. This com-
pletes the proof.
Ž . Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that system 38 with 39 satisfies D A ;1
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž .D A . If there exists an S C , A , B ; i, j, k g 2 -pair V , V satisfying all2 k i j 1 2
Ž H.the stated conditions of Theorem 3.1 and dim V l V - ‘, then the2 1
RDRPDC with finite-dimensional dynamic compensator is sol¤able.
Proof. The proof follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that system 38 with 39 satisfies A [ A s A0 1 2
 Ž . 4 Ž .and B [ B s B . If there exists an S C , A , B ; k g 2 -pair V , V0 1 2 k 0 0 1 2
Ž . Ž . Žsuch that V ; Ker C y C and Im E q Im E ; V ; V ; Ker D2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
.l Ker D , then the RDRPDC is sol¤able.2
 Ž . 4 Ž .Proof. Suppose that there exists an S C , A , B ; k g 2 -pair V , Vk 0 0 1 2
satisfying the conditions given above. It follows from Proposition 2.13 that
Ä HŽ . Ž .  Ž .ethere exist a compensator K, L, M, N on W [ V l V and S t ;2 1 A00 k
4 eŽ e.k g 2 -invariant subspace V ; X satisfying V s S and V s S . It is1 1 2 2
first noted that
Im Ee ; V e ; Ker De .
w xfor all d , s g 0, 1 . Further, since
B KC B LB KC B L 0 1 00 0 e ey V l D AŽ .Ž .ž /MC 0MC 0 1
s Ae y Ae V e l D AeŽ .Ž .Ž .001
s g y 1 Ae q 1 y g Ae V e l D AeŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .001 002
; V e ,
Ž .it follows from Lemma 2.9 iv that
S e t V e ; V eŽ .A
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w xfor all t G 0 and all g g 0, 1 , and moreover, the following relations can
be easily obtained.
² < e: ² < e:e eS ? Im E ; S ? VŽ . Ž .A A
s V e
; Ker De
w xfor all g , d , s g 0, 1 . Thus, the RDRPDC is solvable. This completes the
proof.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose that system 38 with 39 satisfies A [ A s0 1
 Ž . 4 Ž .A and B [ B s B . If there exists an S C , A , B ; k g 2 -pair V , V2 0 1 2 k 0 0 1 2
Ž H.satisfying all the stated conditions of Theorem 3.3 and dim V l V - ‘,2 1
then the RDRPDC with finite-dimensional dynamic compensator is sol¤able.
Proof. The proof follows from the proof of Theorem 3.3.
4. CONCLUSIONS
ŽIn this paper, an infinite-dimensional version of the simultaneous C,
.A, B -pair was introduced, and its interesting properties were investigated.
Further, by using these results the infinite-dimensional version of robust
disturbance-rejection problem with dynamic compensator was formulated,
and its solvability conditions were obtained under certain assumptions.
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